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Fast Count—Regulated OSEM Reconstruction
With Adaptive Resolution Recovery
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Abstract—Ordered subsets expectation maximization (OSEM)
is widely used to accelerate tomographic reconstruction. Speed-up
of OSEM over maximum likelihood expectation maximization
(MLEM) is close to the number of subsets (NS). Recently we
significantly increased the speed-up achievable with OSEM by
specific subset choice (pixel-based OSEM). However, a high NS
can cause undesirable noise levels, quantitative inaccuracy or even
disappearance of lesions in low-activity image regions, while a
low NS leads to prohibitively long reconstructions or unrecovered
details in highly active regions. Here, we introduce count-regu-
lated OSEM (CROSEM) which locally adapts the effective NS
based on the estimated amount of detected photons originating
from individual voxels. CROSEM was tested using multi-pinhole
SPECT simulations and in vivo imaging. With the maximum
NS set to 128, CROSEM attained acceleration factors close to
128 in high-activity regions and kept quantitative accuracy in
low-activity regions close to that of MLEM. At equal cold-lesion
contrast in high-activity regions, CROSEM exhibited lower noise
than MLEM in low-activity regions. CROSEM is a fast and
stable alternative to OSEM, preventing excessive image noise
and quantitative errors in low-activity regions while achieving
high-resolution recovery in structures with high activity uptake.

Index Terms—Image reconstruction, positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET), reconstruction algorithms, single photon emission
computed tomography (SPECT).

I. INTRODUCTION

I N RECENT YEARS, statistical iterative algorithms have
become the method of choice for reconstructing single

photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) and positron
emission tomography (PET) images [1]–[5]. Additionally,
significant interest is being shown in accelerated versions of
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these algorithms for X-ray computed tomography [6]–[13].
Compared to analytical reconstruction methods, statistical
iterative methods have been shown to 1) be more robust to
statistical noise, 2) be applicable to complex detector-and colli-
mator geometries, and 3) allow better modeling of the physical
detection process, which can be used to correct for several
image-degrading effects. Of these iterative methods, maximum
likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM, [14], [15]) has
become the gold standard, mostly due to its consistent and
predictable convergence behavior, non-negativity constraint,
and ease of implementation.
Despite the ever increasing computer speed, MLEM remains

computationally costly as the size of system matrices is also in-
creasing over time. This trend is driven by, on the one hand,
the use of more refined models of photon transport which are
desired for better resolution recovery and quantitatively accu-
rate images [16], and on the other hand by the demand for finer
voxel grids to accommodate the increasing resolution of modern
(preclinical) SPECT and PET [17]. A major breakthrough that
has led to the widespread application of statistical iterative al-
gorithms in medical image reconstruction was the introduction
of block-iterative methods. These methods use ordered subsets
(OS) of the projection data in each sub-iteration of the algorithm
to accelerate resolution recovery. This principle was applied to
MLEM to yield the ordered subsets expectation maximization
algorithm (OSEM, [18]). Despite the fact that OSEM has no the-
oretical convergence proof and that the approach is heuristically
motivated, OSEM is currently the most widely used iterative
reconstruction method in emission tomography: OSEM is fast,
easy to implement and has been shown to yield acceptable im-
ages for a large variety of imaging studies. Studies have shown
that for parallel hole-collimated SPECT, OSEMprovides almost
the same reconstructed images as MLEM, when the number of
subsets (NS) is not too high [19], [20] and that the accelera-
tion factor is roughly proportional to the NS [18], [19]. In most
OSEM implementations, each subset contains a number of com-
plete SPECT projections. It was recently shown that it can be
more advantageous to use pixel-based subset schemes (pixel-
based OSEM; POSEM, [21]). These schemes deviate from tra-
ditional subset schemes in that subsets do not consist of grouped
projection views, rather the detector pixels in each subset are
spread out in a regular pattern over the entire detector and there-
fore each subset contains detector pixels from all projection
views. This way, subset balance does not deteriorate as fast as
with traditional subset schemes as the NS increases. In a number
of cases POSEM could achieve acceleration factors that were an
order of magnitude higher than those of traditional OSEMwhen
applied to multi-pinhole SPECT.

0278-0062 © 2013 IEEE
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Fig. 1. MIPs of SPECT reconstructions of mouse with tumor (16.7 MBq -prostate-specific-membrane-antigen-targeted ( -PSMA) radioligand [22],
scanned for 32 min starting 4 h postinjection). The grayscale is the same for all MIPs. MLEM reconstructions and OSEM reconstructions for several NS: (a) if
voxel updates to zero activity are allowed, (b) if voxel updates to zero activity are not allowed, and (c) if detector pixels with no counts are simply excluded from
the measured data.

This paper addresses and solves a shortcoming of OSEM
that, to our knowledge, has not been reported previously in
literature. The problems that can rise when OSEM is operated
at a high NS are illustrated in Fig. 1(a). This figure shows
maximum-intensity-projections (MIPs) of MLEM and OSEM
reconstructions of a SPECT scan of a tumor-bearing mouse that
was injected with 16.7 MBq -prostate-specific-mem-
brane-antigen-targeted ( -PSMA) radioligand [22] and
was scanned for 32 min, starting 4 h postinjection. From the
MLEM reconstruction (Fig. 1(a), left) it is clear that the tracer
accumulated in the kidneys and to a much lesser extent in the
tumor. In OSEM reconstructed images activity in more and
more voxels was erased as the NS increased; e.g., for OSEM
with 64 subsets activity in the tumor completely disappeared
and for OSEM with 128 subsets activity in the entire image was
erased. Note that the grayscale is the same for all MIPs in Fig. 1.
These major reconstruction artifacts occur if a large fraction
of the (small) detector pixels in each subset contain no counts.
In such cases, it may happen that a subset exists in which all
detector pixels that occur in the update term of a certain voxel
do not contain any counts and, as a consequence, the activity
in this voxel will be updated to zero in the sub-iteration that
uses this subset. Due to the multiplicative nature of the OSEM
update step the activity in this voxel will then remain zero, even
if detector pixels in other subsets that are used to update the
voxel do contain counts. As shown in Fig. 1(a), this can lead to
the permanent erasure of activity. Furthermore, because OSEM
strives to make re-projected activity consistent with measured
projections, extra activity may accumulate in surrounding
voxels. The occurrence of these effects becomes more likely
for a decreasing number of counts and/or an increase of the NS.
To prevent these reconstruction artifacts fewer subsets could

be used. However, since there is no general rule for selecting a
low enough NS to avoid quantification errors and tumor/lesion
detection loss in regions with low activity, one needs to always
select a low NS and ends up with 1) very time consuming recon-
structions and noisy low-activity regions due to the high number

of iterations that is required to achieve a high resolution in high-
activity regions, or 2) a low resolution in the entire image if a
low number of iterations is performed to save reconstruction
time. As a simple solution, one may also consider to only per-
form nonzero activity updates [Fig. 1(b)] or to simply exclude
detector pixels that contain no counts [Fig. 1(c)]. Although these
two strategies may work for moderate/high count (PET) data,
we have tried these options and found reconstructions full of ar-
tifacts when applied to (low-count) pinhole-SPECT. Note that
with pinhole-SPECT it may regularly occur that the majority of
the detector pixels contain no counts. Therefore, leaving out the
detector pixels that contain no counts means not using a sub-
stantial amount of the detector pixels. These pixels do contain
information about the likelihood of a certain activity distribution
as they indicate that the voxels that project onto them probably
contain low activities. Therefore, simply excluding these pixels
resulted in severe overestimation of the activity in all images
presented in Fig. 1(c) (i.e., overall black MIPs).
Alternatively, the low-count induced reconstruction problems

of Fig. 1(a) can be prevented by the use of an algorithm that
adapts its acceleration speed (i.e., the NS) automatically and
locally depending on local activity estimates. Such a type of
EM algorithm was already introduced in [23] and referred to
as statistically regulated EM (StatREM). StatREM utilizes the
concepts of statistically adaptive subset formation and spatially
adaptive voxel updates. StatREM closely resembles OSEM in
that subsets of the measured projection data are used for voxel
updates. However, while OSEM updates all voxels in each sub-
iteration, StatREM only updates a voxel if it passes a statis-
tical hypothesis test which considers the differences between
the simulated and measured counts for those detector pixels that
occur in the update term of a certain voxel; i.e., the system ma-
trix elements (sensitivities) corresponding to these voxel-pixel
combinations are nonzero. If the test passes (the difference is
significant) the conclusion is drawn that this voxel is at least par-
tially responsible for the mismatch between the simulated and
measured data and the voxel is updated. It was shown that Sta-
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tREM accelerated recovery of spatial resolution in high-activity
image regions, while noise artifacts in low-activity regions were
reduced. However, the voxel-wise test used within StatREM
does not take into account how likely it is that counts in a certain
detector pixel originate from the voxel under consideration. For
example, a pixel may only be slightly sensitive to the photons
originating from a certain voxel (i.e., low value of the system
matrix element) and therefore the voxel may not be expected to
contribute much to that detector pixel. Or, alternatively, a voxel
may be estimated to have a low activity and therefore it will
not contribute many counts to any detector pixel. This may re-
sult in suboptimal images, as we will show later in this paper.
To overcome these problems we introduce a new Count-Reg-
ulated version of the OSEM algorithm (CROSEM): CROSEM
also uses adaptive subset formation and spatially adaptive voxel
updates by means of a voxel-wise test, however the test used
within CROSEM is based on the estimated contribution (i.e.,
counts) of individual voxels to the detector pixels taking into ac-
count 1) the probability that a photon from a certain voxel ends
up being detected in a certain detector pixel (i.e., the value of
the system matrix element) and, 2) the estimated activity level
of the voxel under consideration.
The aim of this paper is to introduce and validate CROSEM

and to show that it automatically achieves a locally adapted
resolution-noise trade-off, prevents erasure of activity and
noise over-amplification in low-activity image regions while
still enabling fast resolution recovery in high-activity regions.
We compare CROSEM to MLEM, OSEM and StatREM for
multi-pinhole SPECT and illustrate the benefit of CROSEM
with reconstructions of in vivo data.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Image Reconstruction Algorithms

MLEM: In this study, we used an implementation of MLEM
according to [14] as a basis for OSEM, StatREM and CROSEM.
The MLEM update equation is given by

(1)

(2)

Here, is the estimated activity in voxel at the th iter-
ation, and are the measured and estimated (simulated)
number of gamma photon counts in detector pixel with an en-
ergy that lies within the selected photopeak window and
is the system matrix element representing the probability that a
photon emitted from voxel is detected in detector pixel . In
this study the start image is a cylinder with uniform activity.
OSEM: OSEM uses the same equation as MLEM to update

the image estimate but for each update only a subset of the pro-
jection data is used. Such an update step is called a sub-iteration.
Only after all subsets have been traversed sequentially, a single
OSEM iteration is defined to be completed (full iteration). The
OSEM image update is defined by

(3)

In (3), is the activity in voxel after processing subset in
iteration and contains the detector pixels of subset .
StatREM: We implemented StatREM with voxel-wise sta-

tistical hypothesis testing according to [23]. The test (paired-
sample two-tailed t-test) considers the differences between the
measured and simulated counts for the detector pixels that occur
in the update term of a certain voxel and assumes that these
differences are normally distributed. To make sure that the sta-
tistical test is also meaningful in the first iteration, the initial
(uniform) start image is scaled such that the total activity in the
image is consistent with the total number of counts in the pro-
jection data.
The test statistic for voxel in sub-iteration

is calculated as follows: the sum of weighted differences
between the measured and estimated detector counts that occur
in the correction term of voxel in sub-iteration is defined
as

(4)

The variable is a running sum that increases each sub-
iteration by

(5)

The test statistic is then calculated by

(6)

Note that in (4) only includes those detector pixels that
occur in the update term of voxel (i.e., ) and in
(6) is the number of detector pixels that are considered in the
calculation of . At the same time, both the correction term

and the normalization term , which respectively mul-
tiply and normalize the voxel value in each update, are also run-
ning sums: each sub-iteration, a new correction and normaliza-
tion term are defined, which are the correction and normaliza-
tion term acquired in the current sub-iteration added to the
terms acquired in all previous sub-iterations of the current iter-
ation that have been traversed since the last update of voxel

(7)

(8)

If the t-test demonstrates a statistically significant difference be-
tween the measured and simulated projection counts for a spec-
ified statistical test level (i.e., the value of the test statistic
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that is calculated in (6) lies outside the confidence in-
terval for a confidence level of ), the null-hypoth-
esis that the current activity estimates resulted in the measured
data is rejected and voxel is updated

(9)

After the update, , and are reset to zero. Note
that StatREM might still allow activity updates to zero: in case
the test passes (i.e., there is a significant difference between
the simulated and measured projection counts) and is
zero (i.e., zero measured counts in the pixels that contributed
to ) voxel is updated to zero.
CROSEM: Like StatREM, CROSEM uses update equations

(7)–(9) and only updates voxels that pass a test. However, with
CROSEM a different test is performed that is based on the
current activity estimate of the voxel under consideration. In
order to obtain an initial estimate of each voxel’s activity the
CROSEM algorithm commences with a single MLEM iteration

(10)

Here, and are respectively the (uniform) start image
and its estimated projection. Further iterations are, like Sta-
tREM, performed, using a fixed (high) NS, in this work denoted
by . Starting from the second iteration, in each sub-itera-
tion one determines the number of counts that a certain voxel is
expected to contribute to the detector pixels of the current subset
based on the current activity estimate of the voxel. This number,
added to the number of counts that this voxel was expected to
contribute to all previous subsets since its last update, deter-
mines if the voxel will be updated or not: the voxel is only up-
dated when this number is higher than a certain count threshold
value (CTV). To put this in equations, consider the test for voxel
in sub-iteration : define as the estimated (simulated)
number of photons originating from voxel that is detected in
the detector pixels of subset

(11)

The value is a running sum that increases each sub-itera-
tion by

(12)

Once the running test value exceeds the CTV and the cor-
rection term in (7) is nonzero , the contribution of
voxel to the projection data is deemed high enough to justify
an update and the voxel is updated as in (9). Note that requiring

serves as an extra safety measure in preventing the
voxel activity from being updated to zero, which might occur
if the voxel’s activity estimate is much higher than the actual
activity (e.g., activity estimates in early iterations), while there
are no measured counts in the detector pixels that occur in its
correction term . After the update, , ,

and are reset to zero. Furthermore, if voxel was updated
in a certain sub-iteration, but was not updated in all consecu-
tive sub-iterations of the full iteration, , , and
are carried into the next full iteration until the test passes.
However, if a voxel was not updated over a number of sub-it-
erations equal to , an update for that voxel is forced by
using detector pixels from all subsets. Thus, the number of in-
dividual voxel updates in a full CROSEM iteration can range
from 1 (MLEM-like update) up to . With CROSEM, the
activity in a voxel can still be updated to zero if in all subsets
none of the detector pixels that are associated with that voxel
contain any counts. In such case, MLEM would also update the
corresponding voxel activity to zero. Since CROSEM automat-
ically reduces the effective NS to update low-activity regions
in an image, CROSEM can always be used with a high
irrespective of the details of a scan.
To make the CTV independent of the reconstructed voxel

size, the CTV is in units of the number of (estimated) counts per
milliliter. Before image reconstruction commences, the CTV is
scaled to the number of counts per voxel, a number that depends
on voxel size. The CTV is closely related to the count levels in
the image as it sets a minimum to the number of counts that a
voxel has to contribute to the projection data before an update of
that voxel is performed. Low-count image voxels are less likely
to meet this requirement each sub-iteration; only after projec-
tion pixels from a number of subsets are added together to form
a larger subset this requirement is met. The contribution from a
high-activity voxel to each subset of the projection data can be
larger than the CTV for every subset and therefore these voxels
can be updated every sub-iteration. To illustrate how CROSEM
updates voxels depending on their activity estimate, assume that
CROSEM reconstruction is performed on 0.5 mm voxels with
the and the counts/ml. These re-
construction parameters imply that each voxel has to contribute
at least five counts to the projection data before it is updated
(the volume of a single voxel is 1/8000 ml; a CTV of 40 000
counts/ml corresponds to a CTV of five counts/voxel). As a re-
sult, a voxel that contributed 5 counts to the projection data of
each subset would be updated every sub-iteration, while a voxel
that contributed less than five counts to the entire projection data
would be updated only once every full iteration, thereby using
detector pixels from all subsets.
Note that OSEM requires that each voxel is seen by every

subset. If not, reconstruction artifacts arise because voxels that
are not seen in a certain subset have zero-valued normaliza-
tion terms in that subset. In most OSEM implementations this
is overcome by not updating these voxels or by allocating zero
activity to these voxels, however these strategies may still re-
sult in artifacts. CROSEM inherently prevents these artifacts by
its requirement that a voxel must contribute counts to the subset
with which it is updated, which implies that normalization terms
are never zero.
In this work, OSEM, StatREM, and CROSEM were ap-

plied with pixel-based subset schemes [21] and StatREM and
CROSEM were always operated with . In the
remainder of this work, iterations MLEM is denoted as “ it
MLEM,” iterations OSEM applied with subsets as “ it
OSEM- ,” iterations StatREM with a statistical test level
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Fig. 2. Longitudinal slice through center of digital image quality phantom con-
taining five activity-filled spheres (diameter = 10 mm) with spherical cold-le-
sions (diameter =2 mm) at their centers. Each consecutive sphere contains a
factor 10 lower activity. Image is presented on log-grayscale.

as “ it StatREM- ” and iterations CROSEM with a CTV
as “ it CROSEM- .”

B. Focusing Multi-Pinhole SPECT Scanner

In this study we used the U-SPECT-II/CT scanner (MI-
Labs B.V., Utrecht, The Netherlands) which is dedicated to
ultra-fast, ultra-sensitive and ultra-high resolution imaging of
rodents [17]. It has three large-area gamma cameras [595 mm
472 mm NaI(Tl)] and each camera is subdivided into pixels

of about 1 mm 1 mm. The energy-and spatial resolution
of these cameras are about 10% and 3.5 mm full-width at
half-maximum (FWHM), respectively. The cameras are placed
in a triangular configuration with a focusing multi-pinhole
collimator positioned at the center of the scanner. In the present
study a collimator tube for mouse-sized animals was used [17],
both for simulations and experiments. The 75 pinholes in this
collimator all have an opening angle of 30 and together create
a field-of-view (FOV) that encompasses the entire collimator
tube diameter (44 mm) and has the shape of an hourglass. A cen-
tral part of the FOV (CFOV; transaxial diameter 12 mm, axial
length 8 mm) is sampled by all pinholes simultaneously and
within the CFOV complete data is readily obtained. Imaging of
larger volumes is performed by translating the animal through
the collimator along a spiral trajectory [24]. Evaluations show
that the spatial resolution that can be achieved with this colli-
mator can reach 0.4 mm (0.6 mm pinholes), while 0.3 mm
can be achieved when using smaller pinholes. The system
matrix is obtained through PSF measurements, modeling
and interpolations [25]. The image reconstruction algorithm
exploits all projections, acquired from all positions of the an-
imal inside the collimator, simultaneously, rather than stitching
together reconstructions of sub-volumes that each correspond
to a single position of the animal inside the collimator. This
method of combined acquisition and reconstruction is called
the scanning focus method (SFM, [26]).

C. Digital Image Quality Phantom SPECT Simulation

To evaluate the quantitative accuracy and the rate of con-
vergence (the iterative recovery of image features) of MLEM,
OSEM, StatREM, and CROSEM, SPECT simulations of a
digital image quality phantom were performed. The cylindrical
phantom was mouse-sized (Fig. 2; diameter 24 mm, length
100 mm) and it contained five spheres (diameter 10 mm) filled
with different activity concentrations. To simulate both low- and
high-count projection data, every consecutive sphere contained
a 10 times lower activity concentration (highest for sphere 1,
lowest for sphere 5). While such large differences in activity
concentration might not commonly occur in a single scan, it

may represent count levels from different scans with a large
difference in activity concentration and/or scan time (since the
number of counts depends on both activity and scan time). The
center of each sphere contained a small spherical cold-lesion
for contrast measurements (diameter 2 mm, no activity). The
activity concentration in the remainder of the phantom was uni-
form and 10 times lower than the activity concentration inside
sphere 5. To mimic a realistic continuous activity distribution,
the voxel size of the phantom was 0.15 mm, half the size of the
voxels in the reconstructed images.
The fast simulator that was used in this study is based on

ray tracing to account for resolution-degrading effects of pin-
hole diameter and pinhole edge penetration [27], [28]. The ra-
dionuclide that was simulated is (140 keV gamma pho-
tons). The intrinsic resolution of the detectors and detection effi-
ciency for 140 keV gamma photons were set in correspondence
with experimental data to a Gaussian response with a FWHM
of 3.5 mm and a value of 89%, respectively. The simulator was
used to simulate noiseless phantom projection data and to pre-
calculate the system matrix. From the noiseless projections, 10
noise realizations were created by generating Poisson statistics,
taking into account total administered activity and scan duration
(57.7 MBq and 60 min, respectively, resulting in 19.5 M counts
in each noise realization).
All noise realizations were reconstructed with MLEM, with

OSEM for a range of NS (NS = 16, 32, 64, and 128 subsets), with
StatREM for a range of statistical test levels ( ;
statistical test level=0.01, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2) and with CROSEM
for a range of CTVs ( ; , 20 k, 10 k,
and 5 k counts/ml). All reconstructions were postfiltered with a
3D-Gaussian kernel with a FWHM of 0.4 mm.
To evaluate the quantitative accuracy of each algorithm, a

mean reconstructed image was determined by averaging im-
ages over all noise realizations. From this mean image longitu-
dinal image slices through the transaxial centers of the spheres
weremade. Furthermore, reconstructed activities inside 11-mm-
diameter spherical volumes-of-interest (VOIs; centered on the
spheres) were determined in each of the noise realizations. This
resulted in a mean and standard deviation of the reconstructed
activity in each sphere, expressed in terms of percentage recon-
structed activity relative to the true sphere activity.
To assess differences in iterative convergence speed and com-

pare contrast and noise characteristics between the algorithms,
cold-lesion contrast and noise were calculated. The average con-
trast inside a sphere at iteration was defined to be the cold-le-
sion contrast at that iteration averaged over all noise realiza-
tions, with the contrast in noise realization at iteration being
defined as

(13)

Here, is the average reconstructed activity per voxel in-
side a 1-mm-diameter spherical VOI centered on the cold-lesion
and is the average reconstructed activity per voxel in a
spherical annulus surrounding the cold-lesion (inner and outer
diameter 4 and 8 mm, respectively).
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As a measure of the noise in each sphere, the normalized stan-
dard deviation inside the cold-lesion region was averaged over
all noise realizations, with the noise in noise realization at it-
eration being defined as

(14)
Here, is the reconstructed activity in voxel inside the
cold-lesion VOI, which consisted of voxels. If due to recon-
struction artifacts (i.e., erasure of activity) contrast and/or noise
for one of the spheres could not be calculated, contrast and/or
noise for that sphere were defined to be zero.

D. In Vivo SPECT

To illustrate the performance of CROSEM on experimental
data, in vivo data was reconstructed. We compared these recon-
structions to MLEM reconstructions (gold standard) and also
performed OSEM and StatREM reconstructions. Considering
the performance of StatREM and CROSEM in the phantom
SPECT simulation study, a test level of 0.05 (StatREM) and
a CTV of 20 k counts/ml (CROSEM) were used and eight it-
erations were performed with both algorithms. The number of
OSEM iterations at which OSEM reconstructions were com-
pared to MLEM reconstructions was based on the rule of thumb
that performing iterations OSEM with subsets leads to
a resolution and contrast approximately equivalent to applying

iterations MLEM [18], [19]. From this rule of thumb fol-
lows that 128 MLEM iterations are required to compare MLEM
to OSEM with up to 128 subsets (16, 32, 64, and 128 subsets
were tested).
Scan of a Tumor-Bearing Mouse: A 20 g male mouse

was inoculated in the shoulder with 22Rv1 human prostatic
carcinoma cells. The tumor developed for three weeks and the
mouse was then intravenously injected with 16.7 MBq of a pro-
prietary -prostate-specific-membrane-antigen-targeted
( -PSMA) radioligand [22]. Four hours postinjection the
mouse was sacrificed and a SPECT scan was performed for 32
min. For the generation of the projection data a 20% energy
window was set around the -photopeak. Images were
reconstructed on 0.375 mm voxels and the images were post-
filtered with a 3D-Gaussian kernel with a FWHM of 1.0 mm.
From these images MIPs, image slices and image slice profiles
were generated. Furthermore, VOIs were selected for the
kidneys and the tumor from the MLEM reconstructed image.
Using these VOIs reconstructed activities were determined
in the OSEM, StatREM, and CROSEM images, expressed
as percentages of the activities that were reconstructed with
MLEM. This experiment was conducted in accordance with
Purdue University Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines.
Bone-Scan of a Mouse: A 30 g male mouse was anesthetized

with isoflurane. An amount of 189 MBq -hydrox-
ymethylene diphosphonate ( -HDP) was injected in the
tail vein. Scanning started right before radioligand injection
and the mouse was scanned for 60 min in frames of 1 min.
Low-count projection data was obtained from the last scan

Fig. 3. Reconstructions (average over 10 noise realizations) of simulated
image quality phantom scan (57.7 MBq , 60 min scan time). Longitu-
dinal image slices through centers of spheres (different grayscale per sphere)
for (a) MLEM, (b)–(e) OSEM for several NS, (f)–(i) StatREM for several test
levels, and (j)–(m) CROSEM for several CTVs.

frame using a 25% energy window set around the -pho-
topeak. Images were reconstructed on 0.4 mm voxels and the
images were postfiltered with a 3D-Gaussian kernel with a
FWHM of 1.0 mm. From the same scan, projection data con-
taining more counts was obtained by summing the projection
data of the final 50 min of the scan. Images from this high-count
data were reconstructed on 0.2 mm voxels and the images were
postfiltered with a 3D-Gaussian kernel with a FWHM of 0.4
mm. For all reconstructions MIPs were generated. Further-
more, VOIs were selected for the bladder and a section of the
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TABLE I
RECONSTRUCTED ACTIVITIES (% OF GOLD STANDARD)

spine from the MLEM reconstructed images. Using these VOIs
reconstructed activities were determined in the OSEM, Sta-
tREM and CROSEM images, expressed as percentages of the
activities that were reconstructed with MLEM. This experiment
was conducted following protocols approved by the Animal
Research Committee of the University Medical Center Utrecht.

III. RESULTS

A. Digital Image Quality Phantom SPECT Simulation

Fig. 3 shows longitudinal slices (thickness: 1.2 mm) through
the mean reconstructed phantom images (average over 10 noise
realizations) for (a) MLEM, (b)–(e) OSEM for several NS,
(f)–(i) StatREM for several test levels, and (j)–(m) CROSEM
for several CTVs. TheMLEM reconstructed image is shown for
128 iterations, OSEM reconstructions are shown at an iteration
number approximately equivalent to 128 MLEM iterations and
both StatREM and CROSEM reconstructions are shown for
iteration #8. To adequately visualize all spheres with strongly
varying activity between them, the spheres are displayed one
by one with a different grayscale for each sphere.
For MLEM as well as for all tested CROSEM recon-

structions, all spheres were clearly visible. However, OSEM
reconstructions increasingly deviated from MLEM as the NS
increased; more and more activity in spheres 4 and 5 was erased
until their activity completely disappeared in the reconstruc-
tion with 128 subsets. For all tested StatREM reconstructions
spheres 1–4 were clearly visible, but the reconstructions of
sphere 5 showed considerable artifacts as activity in many
voxels was erased in the reconstructions of the individual noise
realizations, although these artifacts were found to be not as
severe as in the OSEM reconstructions.
Table I shows for each algorithm the percentage of recon-

structed activity in spheres 1–5 relative to the true activity. All
algorithms recovered 95% of the activity in spheres 1–3. For
sphere 4, MLEM still performed well in quantifying the activity
and CROSEM performed almost as well for all tested CTVs.
OSEM showed increasing quantification errors for reconstruc-
tion with an increasing NS. StatREM preformed approximately
as good as CROSEM, except for the strictest (lowest) test level.

For sphere 5, MLEM and CROSEM still performed very sim-
ilar in terms of quantification, whereas all of the tested OSEM
reconstructions performed significantly worse; for OSEM-32,
OSEM-64, and OSEM-128 even all activity was erased. All
tested StatREM reconstructions showed severe quantification
errors in terms of large standard deviations, which increased
with less strict (higher) test levels. For the lowest and highest
test level not only high standard deviations were observed but
also large errors in mean reconstructed activity. These results in-
dicate that for quantification of activity, CROSEMperforms sig-
nificantly better than OSEM and StatREM and that CROSEM
almost matches MLEM.
Fig. 4 shows average contrast versus average noise (average

over 10 noise realizations) inside sphere 1 and sphere 5 for
OSEM, StatREM and CROSEM. The graphs also display the
corresponding MLEM curves (solid lines).
For OSEM, contrast and noise characteristics inside sphere 1

were found to be comparable to MLEM [Fig. 4(a)]. The con-
trast recovery speed-up of OSEM over MLEM in sphere 1 was
found to be approximately equal to the NS, which can be de-
duced from the MLEM and OSEM iteration numbers at approx-
imately equal contrast and noise which are also displayed in the
figure. For sphere 5, all OSEM reconstructions showed large ar-
tifacts and the average noise could therefore not be calculated
and was defined to be zero [Fig. 4(b)]. Furthermore, because of
these artifacts all OSEM reconstructions resulted in zero con-
trast, except for OSEM-16 where an unrealistically high con-
trast was calculated. Fig. 4(b) only shows the first iteration for
each tested OSEM since contrast-noise characteristics did not
improve at later iterations.
For sphere 1, all tested StatREM reconstructions resulted

in a lower contrast than MLEM at approximately equal noise
levels [Fig. 4(c)]. It can also be seen that higher (less strict)
test levels resulted in faster convergence in high-activity re-
gions: e.g., 23 it StatREM-0.01, 15 it StatREM-0.05, 13 it
StatREM-0.1, and 10 it StatREM-0.2 were required to obtain
a contrast and noise level approximately equivalent to 384
it MLEM. For all test levels of StatREM, activities in many
voxels of sphere 5 were erased in individual noise realizations
and the average noise could therefore not be calculated and
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Fig. 4. Graphs of average contrast versus average noise (average over 10 noise realizations) in sphere 1 (left graphs) and sphere 5 (right graphs) for (a), (b) OSEM,
(c), (d) StatREM, and (e), (f) CROSEM. Graphs also show corresponding MLEM curves (solid lines).

was defined to be zero [Fig. 4(d)]. Furthermore, negative con-
trasts were found for some test levels of StatREM, because in
some of the noise realizations the average activity in the cold
lesion was higher than the average activity in the hot region.
Fig. 4(d) only shows the first iteration for each test level of
StatREM since contrast-noise characteristics did not improve
at later iterations. For CROSEM, contrast and noise character-
istics inside sphere 1 were found to be comparable to MLEM

[Fig. 4(e)]. CROSEM attained high speed-up over MLEM for
sphere 1: e.g., 4 it CROSEM-40 k, 2 it CROSEM-20 k, 2 it
CROSEM-10 k, and 2 it CROSEM-5 k resulted in a contrast
and noise level approximately equivalent to 128 it MLEM
(Note that the first CROSEM iteration was an ordinary MLEM
iteration so there was no speed-up over MLEM in this itera-
tion). It can also be seen that a lower CTV resulted in faster
convergence in high-activity regions: e.g., 13 it CROSEM-40 k,
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Fig. 5. MIPs, slices, and profiles of same SPECT scan, as shown in Fig. 1.
Image profiles of (a) MLEM (dashed black line) are compared to (b)–(e) OSEM
for several NS, (f) StatREM-0.05, and (g) CROSEM-20 k (solid magenta lines):
CROSEM-20 k deviates very little from MLEM. MIP in (a) indicates VOIs for
kidneys (red) and tumor (blue).

8 it CROSEM-20 k, 5 it CROSEM-10 k, and 4 it CROSEM-5 k
were required to obtain a contrast and noise level approxi-
mately equivalent to 384 it MLEM. For sphere 5 [Fig. 4(f)],
CROSEM-40 k and CROSEM-20 k behaved approximately
MLEM-like in terms of contrast and noise characteristics and
speed, although their contrast at higher iterations was slightly
worse than MLEM. CROSEM operated with CTVs lower than
20 k counts/ml behaved approximately MLEM-like in early
iterations, however at higher iterations more iterations than
MLEM were required to arrive at a similar contrast-noise as
MLEM, which indicates that these CTVs are suboptimal (e.g.,
41 it CROSEM-10 k resulted in a similar contrast-noise as 24
it MLEM). Fig. 4(e) and (f) clearly illustrates that CROSEM
achieves a local contrast-noise tradeoff: CROSEM attained
high speed-up factors over MLEM inside high-activity regions
(sphere 1) and at the same time no speed-up over MLEM
in very low-activity regions (sphere 5): 8 it CROSEM-20 k
resulted in a contrast and noise equivalent to 384 it MLEM
inside sphere 1 and resulted in a contrast and noise equivalent
to 8 it MLEM inside sphere 5.
These results indicate that CROSEM (for CTVs 20 k

counts/ml) can achieve very high speed-up over MLEM and
that CROSEM is comparable to MLEM in terms of local

TABLE II
RECONSTRUCTED ACTIVITIES (% OF 128 it
MLEM RECONSTRUCTED ACTIVITIES)

TABLE III
RECONSTRUCTED ACTIVITIES (% OF 128 it MLEM

RECONSTRUCTED ACTIVITIES)

contrast and noise characteristics, whereas OSEM and Sta-
tREM resulted in severe reconstruction artifacts in low-activity
regions.

B. In Vivo SPECT

Scan of a Tumor-Bearing Mouse: Fig. 5 shows the recon-
structed SPECT images of a tumor-bearing mouse for (a)
MLEM, (b)–(e) OSEM for several NS, (f) StatREM-0.05, and
(g) CROSEM-20 k. Similar to the phantom studies discussed
above, activity in more and more voxels was being erased in
OSEM reconstructions as the NS increased: for OSEM-128
activity inside the kidneys and tumor even completely disap-
peared. The image profiles (thickness and width: 1.875 mm)
clearly show deviations between MLEM (dashed black line)
and OSEM (solid magenta lines), which became larger for an
increase in the NS. The StatREM-0.05 image and profile are
much closer to the MLEM image and profile, although the MIP
looks noisier and the profile deviates in some places. The MIP
of the CROSEM-20 k reconstruction appears to be less noisy
than the one of StatREM-0.05 and the profile of CROSEM-20
k almost perfectly matches the one of MLEM.
Table II shows the percentages of reconstructed activity

in the kidneys and the tumor [VOIs indicated in Fig. 5(a)]
obtained with OSEM, StatREM-0.05, and CROSEM-20 k
relative to the activities obtained with MLEM. StatREM-0.05
and CROSEM-20 k show the smallest deviations from MLEM,
while for OSEM the deviations from MLEM became larger for
an increase in the NS.
Bone-Scan of a Mouse: Fig. 6 shows the results for 1-min

and 50-min mouse bone-scan reconstructions with (a) MLEM,
(b)–(e) OSEM for several NS, (f) StatREM-0.05, and (g)
CROSEM-20 k. For the OSEM reconstructions of the 1-min
scan (Fig. 6(b)–(e), left) large parts of the image were erased
as the NS increased: in the image that was reconstructed with
OSEM-128 only high-activity regions of the liver and bladder
had nonzero activity. StatREM-0.05 resulted in a very noisy
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Fig. 6. MIPs of mouse bone-scan reconstructions (189 MBq -HDP) of 1-min (left) and 50-min (right) scans for (a) MLEM, (b)–(e) OSEM for several NS,
(f) StatREM-0.05, and (g) CROSEM-20 k. Right MIP in (a) indicates VOIs for bladder (red) and spine (blue).

reconstruction and bony structures are only vaguely visible
(Fig. 6(f), left). In contrast, CROSEM-20 k clearly shows all
the structures that are visible in the MLEM image (Fig. 6(g),
left).
The OSEM reconstructions of the 50-min scan (Fig. 6(b)–(e),

right) also show artifacts as the NS increased; the MIPs look in-

creasingly noisy and again activity in parts of the OSEM-128
image was erased (e.g., parts of the jaw and tail), although these
artifacts were not as severe as in the OSEM reconstructions of
the 1-min scan. The StatREM-0.05 reconstruction (Fig. 6(f),
right) looks very similar to the one ofMLEM. The CROSEM-20
k reconstruction (Fig. 6(g), right) shows a high level of detail in
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high-activity regions and less noisy low-activity regions com-
pared to MLEM.
Table III shows the percentages of reconstructed activities

in the bladder and a part of the spine [VOIs are indicated in
Fig. 6(a)] relative to the activities obtained with 128 it MLEM
for the 1-min and 50-min acquisitions. For the 1-min scan re-
constructions OSEM increasingly underestimated the activity in
the spinal region as the NS increased, while for the 50-min scan
all tested OSEM performed similar to MLEM. For the 1-min
scan reconstruction, StatREM-0.05 resulted in underestimation
of the activity in the spine by about 10%, while for the 50-min
scan StatREM-0.05 deviated little from MLEM. For the 1-min
scan, CROSEM-20 k underestimated the activities maximally
about 5%, while for the 50-min scan CROSEM-20 k recovered
about the same activity as MLEM.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this study, we have shown that CROSEM applied with
a single setting of the reconstruction parameters ( and
CTV) achieves high image resolution in highly active regions
while still yielding quantitatively accurate images in regions
with low activity uptake. In this study we have also shown that
OSEM reconstruction could result in major reconstruction arti-
facts in regions with low activity and that these artifacts become
more severe as the NS increases. Although StatREM generally
outperformed OSEM in terms of quantifying activity in low-ac-
tivity regions, we still found significant reconstruction artifacts
in these regions.
With CROSEM, the number of voxel updates is nonuniform

over the image since it depends on the reconstructed activity
distribution and, as a result, a spatially variant regularization is
imposed: high-activity regions tend to recover a higher spatial
resolution and contrast to bettermatch themeasured projections,
whereas a high resolution can not be achieved in low-activity
regions and therefore less updates, resulting in more smooth-
ness, can be preferable in these regions to avoid amplification
of noise. However, users need to be aware of nonuniform spa-
tial resolution since this could introduce errors into quantitative
comparisons since partial volume effects will depend on local
activity levels.
In this study, we tested CROSEM for image reconstruction of

SPECT data. In general, PET has higher sensitivity than SPECT
and low-count induced OSEM artifacts may therefore be less
important in PET. On the other hand, dose reduction in PET is
still desirable and many new screening protocols or longitudinal
studies would come into reach when very low-dose PET can be
performed. We believe that for such low-dose PET (or dynamic
PET studies with low counts per time frame) CROSEM may
also improve contrast-noise characteristics over OSEM. Fur-
thermore, as long as CROSEM is operated with balanced sub-
sets, we see no reason why CROSEM could not be applied with
(traditional) projection-based subsets which are mostly used in
clinical SPECT and PET.
The extra reconstruction time that is needed for a full

CROSEM iteration over an MLEM iteration is small: e.g., the
reconstruction time of the mouse bone-scan acquired over 1
min (voxel size: 0.4 mm) was 1.5 min per iteration for MLEM

(performed on four AMD processors using in total 16 cores;
Opteron 6174, 2.19 GHz), while CROSEM required only
15 s extra time per full iteration. Note that this is extra time

per iteration and that CROSEM requires many fewer iterations
than MLEM to achieve a high resolution in highly active image
regions.
Besides CROSEM, other accelerated reconstruction algo-

rithms may also prevent erasure of low-activity image regions.
One way to accelerate reconstruction and prevent activity
erasure is by applying a power factor in the MLEM update step
to obtain an accelerated MLEM algorithm [29]. However, the
speed-up of this algorithm over MLEM is still limited. There
are also convergent OS methods which can be divided into re-
laxed-and incremental OS methods. A well-known relaxed OS
algorithm is RAMLA [30]. RAMLA uses relaxation within a
modified version of OSEM. Since there are no general rules for
finding relaxation schedules that result in high reconstruction
speed-up factors over MLEM, a separate optimization study
is required, and a comparison between the performance of
optimized RAMLA and optimized CROSEM remains a topic
for future research. A well-known incremental OS algorithm
is COSEM [31]. COSEM does not require a user-specified
relaxation schedule; however, the speed-up of COSEM lies
between MLEM and optimized RAMLA. Faster convergence
may be achieved by starting with OSEM and switching to
a convergent OS algorithm at later iterations. However, for
low-count (multi-pinhole) SPECT, a low number of subsets
can already result in activity erasure in a large fraction of the
voxels.

V. CONCLUSION

CROSEM is a fast and stable alternative to OSEM that pre-
vents excessive image noise and quantitative errors in low-ac-
tivity regions while achieving high-resolution recovery in struc-
tures with high activity uptake. A single setting of the recon-
struction parameters ( and CTV) leads to images with
high resolution where possible and good quantitative accuracy
for all imaging studies presented here in which we covered a
wide range of doses and activity distributions. In addition our
results clearly indicate that CROSEM can help prevent users
having to compromise between resolution and quantitative ac-
curacy.
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